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Review No. 54211 - Published 24 Jun 2005

Details of Visit:

Author: johnfromthemoon
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 18 06 05 22.30
Duration of Visit: 1h
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Affair Girls
Website: http://www.affairgirls.co.uk
Phone: 07900968627

The Premises:

Nice flat, ?red? bedroom with air conditioning, a big mirror on the wall, we used it very well!

The Lady:

Linda: just take a look at the pictures, very good, not so slim but with the righ "meat" on the right
plases... sooo ?slut?! Edith, so new that her pics aren?t on the site yet, however, blonde, very nice,
very good tits, even more ?slut? than Linda.

The Story:

It was hot Saturday night, I was quite drunk, called one of the two Agency I can trust and asked for
suggestion, Linda! I?ve called back after 10minutes and asked for two girls (Yes! I was that drunk!)
Linda and Edith, ?they are both nice and they really like each other?. Ok, I?ll be there! I managed to
get lost finding one of the most easy flat to find, but, as I said, I was quite drunk after a very good
dinner with of colleagues. Arrived there looking just for a Four hands massage and found 2
unstoppable naughty girl. After 5minutes I wasn?t drunk anymore, as they just sucked my soul out
of me, this two girls are really bisexual so the experience can be described only as
PORNOGRAPHIC! After 15mins there where tongues, pussies, fingers everywhere, the best has
been Linda give me rimming while I was fucking Edith!!!!! Even better, me standing in front of the
mirror while both where giving me a blow-job, Linda seemed quite happy indeed to take my load in
her mouth. PORNOGRAPHIC! 
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